ASSESSMENT OF POWER CONTROL SYSTEMS COMMUNICATIONS THROUGH TESTBED EXPERIMENTS
The cyber assessment of Information and Communication networks controlling critical infrastructures is considered a topical issue in modern societies.
In this work the impact of cyber threats to power control systems is analyzed through an experimental activity performed on the CRUTIAL Teleoperation Testbed located in the Power Control Systems -Resilience Testing Laboratory at CESI RICERCA. The Teleoperation Testbed implements load reduction scenarios which may occur in power conditions presenting different degrees of criticity. Load reduction usually occurs when the power system is exposed to disturbances due to deficiency conditions (faults, loss of generation, switching errors, lightning strikes, etc). Major disturbances may have a dramatic impact on the performance of the power system, requiring fast and reliable load shedding actions which must be set and timed properly: inappropriate load reduction caused by the execution of an improper load shedding scheme may be inefficient and even cause cascading effects.
The testbed platform implements both i) Manual teleoperations by grid operators in maintenance as well as pre-emergency management and ii) Automatic telecontrol actions involving both TSO (Transmission System Operator) and DSO (Distribution System Operator) control infrastructures in emergency conditions. Wide area communications are based on the IEC 60870-5-104 standard protocol made secure by Virtual Private Networks.
The testbed applications have been stressed by a sequence of Denial of Service (DoS) attacks to demonstrate the increasing severity of their effect on the implemented control functions: first the denial of the supervision function and control activities, then the preclusion of the manual intervention of the grid operator, and last the denial of the execution of automatic actions in full emergency conditions.
The presentation introduces the CRUTIAL project, the testbed architecture, the experimental evaluation framework and its application to the analysis of DoS measurements.
